Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New collections**

- **Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)**
  Environmental Issues Online – All Titles  
  Environmental Issues Online – Australia  
  Environmental Issues Online - Canada  
  Environmental Issues Online – Outside North America  
  Environmental Issues Online – United States  
  Revolution and Protest Online – All Titles  
  Revolution and Protest Online - Australia  
  Revolution and Protest Online – Canada  
  Revolution and Protest Online – Outside North America  
  Revolution and Protest Online – United States

- **Provider: Anglo-American Publications (anglo)**

- **Provider: ASTM International (ASTM)**

- **Provider: Dasson Research Foundation (dasson)**

- **Provider: EBSCOhost (EBSCOhost)**

- **Provider: Federación Española de Asociaciones de Docentes de Educación Física (FEADEF) (feadef)**

- **Provider: Global Journal of Animal Scientific Research (gjasr)**

- **Provider: IEEE (ieee)**

**IEEE-Wiley eBooks 2018 (IEEE Xplore)**  
**IEEE Xplore MIT Press eBooks 2018**
Readex Early American Newspapers, Decades (1895 – 1899)
Readex Early American Newspapers, Decades (1900 – 1904)
Readex Early American Newspapers, Decades (1905 – 1909)
Readex Early American Newspapers, Decades (1910 – 1914)
Readex Early American Newspapers, Decades (1915 – 1919)
Readex Early American Newspapers, Decades (1920 – 1922)

- Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)

Oxford Journals All Titles 2018
Oxford Reports on International Law

- **Provider: Pentecostal Charismatic Theological Inquiry International (pctii)
- Provider: Routledge (routledge)

Routledge Handbooks: Electrical & Power Engineering
Routledge Handbooks: Electrical & Power Engineering 2018
Routledge Handbooks: Music 2018
Routledge Handbooks: Tourism, Hospitality and Events Management 2018

- Provider: SAGE (SAGE)

SAGE Data Planet

- **Provider: Spring Journals (springjournals)
- Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)

Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1997+
Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science pre-1997
*** Springer Nature Open Access eBooks
*** Springer Nature Open Access Journals

- **Provider: Synergy Publishers (synergy)
- **Provider: Universidad Politécnica Salesiana del Ecuador (salesiana)
- **Provider: Universidade Federal do Pará, Brazil (ufpa)
- **Provider: University of Birjand, Iran (birjand)
- **Provider: University of Management and Technology, Pakistan (umtpk)
- **Provider: Utkal University, India (utkal)
- **Provider: Young Eurasian Economic Consultants (erbf)
New cooperatively contributed collections

- British Philosophy 1600-1900 (Past Masters) (global.60691.248) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- *** DTL OA Concordia Theological Seminary Media Collection (global.215387.219) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA University of Edinburgh Dissertations (Religious Studies Related) (global.215387.227) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- G. W. F. Hegel Werke II (Past Masters) (global.60691.251) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Kierkegaard Samlede Vaerker (Past Masters) (global.60691.254) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Nietzsche Werke: Historisch-kritische Ausgabe (Past Masters) (global.6091.253) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Opmaat Ondernemingsrechtpraktijk (global.60691.240) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Opmaat module Personen- en Familierecht (global.60691.241) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Opmaat module Privacyrecht (global.60691.242) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Opmaat module Sociale Zekerheidsrecht (global.60691.243) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Opmaat module Strafrecht (global.60691.244) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- Opmaat module Vermogensrecht (global.60691.245) – contributed by Erasmus university Library
- Opmaat module Waar en Wet (global.60691.246) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- The Collected Works of Ludwig Wittgenstein (Past Masters) (global.60691.249) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- The Collected Works of St. Thomas Aquinas (Past Masters) (global.1284.188) – contributed by University of Maryland Libraries
- The Continental Rationalists (Past Masters) (global.60691.250) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- The Philosophical Works and Selected Correspondence of John Locke (Past Masters) (global.60691.252) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
- *** Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht open access (global.930.36) – contributed by Nicholson Library

** indicates a new openly.jsCate provider. In all cases, collection names are equivalent to provider names listed.
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Statistics

Totals:
6,777 providers
20,857 collections
40,967,314 records